In Magnetic Resonance Tomography (MRT) image contrast can be improved by adding paramagnetic relaxation agents such as lanthanide ions. Here we report on the use of highly paramagnetic isostructural Fe III /4f coordination clusters with a [Fe 10 Ln 10 ] core to enhance relaxation. Measurements were performed over the range of 1 H Larmor frequencies of 10 MHz to 1.4 GHz in order to determine the relevant parameters for longitudinal and transverse relaxivities. Variation of the lanthanide ion allows differentiation of relaxation contributions from electronic states and molecular dynamics. We find that the transverse relaxivities increase with field, whereas the longitudinal relaxivities depend on the nature of the lanthanide. In addition, the Gd III analogue was selected in particular to test the interaction with tissue observed using MRT. Studies on biofilms used in waste water treatment reveal that the behaviour of the high-spin clusters
Introduction
In MRT and also in NMR spectroscopy, paramagnetic molecules are of special importance regarding their relaxation behaviour in solution ( paramagnetic relaxation enhancement, PRE) and their influence on line shifts ( pseudocontact shift, PCS). In the present context, PRE is examined for newly available highly paramagnetic coordination clusters with up to 120 unpaired electrons. These 3d/4f clusters form cyclic structures which -to the best of our knowledge -are unique in the category of potential relaxation agents. The high spin clusters [Fe III 10 Ln III 10 (Me-tea) 10 (Me-teaH) 10 (NO 3 ) 10 ] are abbreviated as Fe 10 Ln 10 . At room temperature they have magnetic moments corresponding to the sum of the contributions of the isolated ions. 1 The clusters were synthesized as outlined recently. 2 The Fe 10 Ln 10 compounds are soluble in water 3 and other solvents.
Apart from these cyclic coordination clusters there are very few other examples of such d/f systems. 4 In addition to the large number of unpaired electrons in the Fe 10 Ln 10 systems, the molecular tumbling in solution deviates from the usual behaviour of small molecules such as single ion gadolinium complexes. 3 These points are of fundamental interest since these molecules have nanoscale dimensions and are thus expected to behave differently from both single-centre coordination compounds and nanoparticles used as contrast agents. Thus, the first step is to provide a suitable database in order to develop a theoretical model which describes the clusters' properties with respect to PRE. The series of compounds available makes it possible to investigate the individual electronic contributions to the hyperfine relaxation and the parameters that depend on the molecular environment by varying the lanthanide ion and allow us to discover the influence of the time-modulated hyperfine couplings. From the application point of view of PRE in magnetic resonance imaging or tomography (MRT), generating a contrast enhancement is required. This is especially relevant in cases where the difference in chemical composition is small making structures hard to distinguish. Potential relaxation agents are of interest regardless of whether the application is in medical diagnostics or related to material science. PRE reduces both the longitudinal relaxation times T 1 as well as the transverse relaxation times T 2 , which lead to different effects on image contrast. On one hand, the reduction of T 1 is equivalent with a faster magnetization build-up. As in MRT measurements are most often performed in dynamic magnetization equilibrium, this leads to larger signal amplitudes in the presence of relaxation agents. PRE of T 1 is therefore often called a positive contrast enhancement. On the other hand, the reduction of the transverse relaxation time leads to a reduction of signal amplitude. MRT in material science often utilizes spin echo sequences, which involve an echo time with a lower limiting value. Therefore, reducing T 2 leads to a reduction of signal in the presence of paramagnetic moieties. The knowledge of the clusters relaxation properties gives a first indication, which contrast can be expected in MRT.
This approach has the limitation that the paramagnetic molecules must be in solution. An intriguing question, especially in the present case of relatively large clusters, is how they behave in inhomogeneous systems. Apart from clustering and aggregation, tumbling, diffusion and exchange rates depend on the chemical environment as quantified in the equations describing classical PRE. 5 When imaging heterogeneous systems the PRE's of the components have to be known, if the concentrations of the paramagnetic moieties are to be determined quantitatively. In the present study on biofilms, a fundamental question is the degree of mass transfer of compounds into the biofilm matrix. Relaxation agents exhibiting different chemical surface properties and sizes can be used as probes with the prerequisite that this effect still occurs when the moieties are within the biofilm structure.
Experimental
Sample preparation Sample preparation of the aqueous solutions of Fe 10 Ln 10 . The general synthetic strategy is a one-pot reaction where the lanthanide and iron nitrate salts reacted with the racemicligand in a mixture of solvents after addition of base to yield the Fe 10 Ln 10 coordination cluster systems as extremely pale yellow material. The general synthetic details as well as the role of the ligand-chirality in the stability of the structure molecules are described in ref. 2, 6 . Several tests were performed concerning the stability of the cluster in water or other solvents such as steady-state absorption spectroscopy. The clusters are found to be stable and do not decompose into their components. 6 In the crystal structures the lattice solvent molecules (acetonitriles) are remote from the metal ions. The five lanthanides clusters Fe 10 Dy 10 , Fe 10 Er 10 , Fe 10 Gd 10 , Fe 10 Tb 10 and Fe 10 Tm 10 with a concentration of 1 mM in water were selected for the relaxivity studies. They were diluted using D 2 O (90%) and H 2 O (10%) to avoid radiation damping, especially at high magnetic fields. The concentrations investigated in the NMR experiments were: 0.05 mM, 0.10 mM, 0.20 mM, 0.30 mM, 0.40 mM, 0.50 mM, 0.60 mM, 0.80 mM and 1 mM. In the ultra-high fields >600 MHz, only concentrations of interest were selected which were 0.30 mM, 0.60 mM, 0.80 mM and 1 mM due to the short time period of access to the magnet. Measurements at 1 H-Larmor frequencies from 10 MHz to 600 MHz were performed on samples in Wilmad sample tubes (OD 5.0 mm). cluster or Gadovist (Gd-DO3A-butrol6, Bayer HealthCare AG, Leverkusen, Germany) was performed. The injection concentrations were in mM range, but the relaxation agents were diluted immediately due to the fact that the carrier was placed completely in water.
NMR spectrometers and pulse sequences
In the relaxivity study, several NMR systems were used in order to cover the interesting Larmor frequency range from 10 MHz to 1.4 GHz. The MRT images were obtained at 200 MHz applying different parameter schemes to obtain a dedicated contrast. 1 H-frequencies 10-600 MHz for relaxivity measurements and MRT. Instruments of the "Bruker the minispec" series were utilized for investigating T 1 and T 2 relaxation at 1 H-Larmor frequencies of 10, 20 and 60 MHz. T 1 was measured by the saturation recovery pulse sequence. T 2 was determined from transverse magnetization decays recorded by a CPMG multi-echo sequence while recording every echo, which is facilitated by the low magnetic field homogeneity of the TD-NMR instruments. On a Bruker 400 MHz WB spectrometer, a SEF 400 MHz W1 probe for 5 mm sample tubes were used; at 600 MHz, a TBI probe for 5 mm sample tubes with actively shielded z-gradients was placed into a 600 MHz SB magnet. The data acquisition software varied from XWINNMR 3.5 (600 MHz) to TOPSPIN1.5 (200 MHz) to TOPSPIN2.1 (400 MHz). T 1 was obtained from mono-exponential fits on data from inversion recovery; T 2 resulted from single echo CPMG measurements as implemented on Bruker high field NMR spectrometers. Data were processed within TOPSPIN. All samples were measured at room temperature. Typical sequence parameters of the measurements are summarized in ref. 3. A Bruker 200 MHz SWB instrument was used for relaxivity measurements, being equipped with a Diff30 probe for 5 mm sample tubes. For imaging, the multi-slice multi-echo sequence was applied on a micro2.5 set-up with a 25 mm birdcage resonator. Parameters were adjusted such that either dominantly R 1 or R 2 contrast was achieved. Carrier matierials with attached cultivated bioilm were measured first without any relaxation agents, then a time series of images was acquired to detect a possible permeation of the paramagnetic moieties into the biofilm. The contrast parameter for the images were repetition times and echo time, which were chosen to T R = 800 ms and τ E = 4.5 ms for T 1 weighting, T R = 10 s and τ E = 50 ms for T 2 weighting, and T R = 10 s and τ E = 3.2 ms for PD images.
1 H-frequencies 850-1400 MHz for relaxivity measurements.
The Laboratoire National des Champs Magnétiques Intenses (LNCMI) in Grenoble disposes a 24 MW resistive magnet providing variable fields up to 35 T in a 34 mm room temperature bore and home-built NMR hardware allowing variable frequency NMR up to 1.4 GHz. Despite of the low magnetic field homogeneity in the order of 10 ppm over 1 mm and despite of field fluctuations in the range of 10 ppm, 1 H-relaxation measurement were still feasible, using small sample volumes in order to reduce spatially induced field inhomogeneity. Furthermore single shots were recorded. Carr-Purcell-MeiboomGill (CPMG) echo trains could cope with the field fluctuations satisfactorily. Cylindrical sample tubes with 1.2 mm outer diameter, filled with the liquid sample up to a height of about 3 mm at most, were placed in a specially designed single-resonance 1 H-NMR probe enabling in situ tuning of NMR frequencies between 850 MHz and 1.4 GHz. Temperature is kept constant at 300 K within 1 K by an active temperature stabilization system. FIDs after an inversion and subsequent recovery as well as CPMG echo trains were recorded to determine the longitudinal and the transverse relaxation rates R 1 and R 2 , respectively, as a function of magnetic field.
3
Results and discussion
Relaxation study of Fe 10 Ln 10 clusters
From the perspective of MRT, the paramagnetic clusters Fe 10 Ln 10 ( Fig. 1 ) are an interesting substance class because of their magnetic properties. Due to the hyperfine coupling between electron spins on the cluster and nuclei in the neighbourhood together with field fluctuations due to electron spin relaxation, molecular tumbling, diffusion, or chemical exchange, the relaxation properties of molecules surrounding the cluster will change. In the case of conventional contrast agents these mechanisms are well understood 5, 7 and can be calculated analytically, provided that the parameters of the multi-variable equations are known. 5 Often limiting cases of this rather complex theoretical framework for PRE are discussed. 5 In the present paper, we explored a different way for the characterization of the molecular clusters by variation of the lanthanide ions also mentioned in ref. (Fig. 2) . The concentration, which entered the relaxivity, is based on the whole cluster rather than on the single paramagnetic ion. We currently prefer this presentation, as little is known whether the relaxation can be understood regarding the whole complex as a single magnetic moment or regarding each single ion in the cluster in terms of a conventional molecular relaxation agent. In addition, one should keep in mind that the dimension of a single water molecule is rather small compared to the cluster size such that the question whether the cluster acts as a single moiety or as a sum of individual ions is not trivial. The answer will certainly depend also on the degree and nature of coupling of the electronic d and f orbitals of the ions via the nearby p orbitals of the bridging oxo-groups from the ligands. At low magnetic fields the longitudinal relaxivity r 1 shows a quite interesting behaviour as a function of the Ln ions: Except of the Gd cluster, all contrast agents show moderate relaxivities despite of the large number of unpaired electrons, which is expected for outer sphere relaxation. Furthermore, r 1 increases more or less pronounced with field. This behaviour differs from that of common relaxation agents: Often, the relaxivity decreases with increasing field, 5,9-12 already at moderate field strengths. We observed a steady increase of relaxivity up to the highest currently available magnetic fields in a similar way as it was observed at lower fields also for Ln ions in aqueous solutions, 13, 14 Ni II complexes 15 and magnetic nanoparticles. 16 Further measurements on Fe 10 Lu 10 in the range 10 MHz to 600 MHz do not show the typical increase of r 1 and r 2 as a function of 1 H Larmor frequency, leading to the conclusion that this observation can be attributed to the paramagnetism of the Ln III ions in the clusters. An additional hint on the importance of the Ln electronic states and their correlations times is given by the PRE of the Fe 10 Gd 10 cluster (Fig. 2 ) in comparison to the other Fe 10 Ln 10 moieties: r 1 (Fe 10 Gd 10 ) behaves approximately field independent at moderate fields, except in the very high field limit where a small decrease is observed. In order to qualitatively explain the observed relaxivity (Fig. 2 ) different determining factors should be considered: molecular tumbling rates, diffusion, chemical exchange as well as field dependence and dynamics of the electron spin states. As far as the cluster is currently analysed with respect to its physical properties, the dominant part of PRE is attributed to outer sphere relaxation, as no direct binding site for water molecules is available at the Fe III and Ln III ions. Dipolar and Curie contributions are of major importance for PRE of diverse Ln contrast agents, which is supported by experimental investigations. 13, 14 However, inner sphere contributions are significant in these investigations, which is not the case for the Fe 10 Ln 10 clusters. The known physical parameters of Ln ions are summarized with respect to PRE in literature: 13, 17 In particular, the electronic correlation times and the anisotropy parameters of the hyperfine coupling differ across the lanthanide series. An effective radius for PRE is assigned for the different lanthanides. 17 When comparing the findings in ref. long, the hyperfine anisotropy is negligible, and the effective radius for PRE is rather large. These exceptional properties are reflected in Fig. 2 . The large number of paramagnetic ions leads to a spread of the electronic energy levels, which is confirmed by preliminary EPR measurements at room temperature. In this case relaxation theory for a single centre is not adequate a priori. On the other hand, the observed PREs differ also from typical observations in superparamagnetic clusters and nanoparticles, 11, 18, 19 therefore the models for the description of PRE of these moieties cannot be applied directly to the data in Fig. 2 . Magnetically coupled systems such as the present Fe 10 Ln 10 clusters do not necessarily follow the standard approaches to interpreting PRE. 5 In summary, PRE is influenced by a variety of molecular parameters such as diffusional and rotational correlation times. The electronic correlation times, the symmetry of the hyperfine couplings and the susceptibility of the Ln III ions differ by orders of magnitude, which are important parameters in PRE. Furthermore, polarization effects in the high spin clusters can occur at the rather high magnetic fields, which complicate the picture even more. There is also the question of the distance of water molecules from the sites of the ions and the influence of tunnelling effects. At present we attribute the major effect to outer sphere relaxation, involving a significant Curie contribution. Regarding r 2 , a similar behaviour is observed for all the different clusters: It is interesting to note that the Fe 10 Dy 10 cluster shows the highest transverse relaxivity, whereas Fe 10 Gd 10 exhibits the smallest. But all of them increase monotonically with increasing field. At the highest fields, large relaxivities are observed which is equivalent with the possibility of detecting rather small amounts of the relaxation agents due to the shortening of the transverse relaxation time.
From the perspective of MRT, Fe 10 Gd 10 seems at a first sight the most interesting cluster as the high r 1 leads to a signal enhancement when measuring at high repetition rates in a non-equilibrium state of magnetization. r 2 is still moderate also at the fields currently used in material science. This means that the echo times can still be chosen such that a reasonably good spatial resolution is obtainable. To give some experimentally relevant numbers: T 2 relaxation time of water is in the order of 1 s, a 1 mM Fe 10 Gd 10 solution will exhibit a transverse relaxation time around 28.6 ms at a 1 H Larmor frequency of 200 MHz. When imaging a sample by a multi slice multi echo sequence, spin echo times are usually in the order of several ms. Pure water is therefore hardly attenuated. In the case of the 1 mM Fe 10 Gd 10 solution, the signal will be attenuated already to roughly 3/4. On the other hand, T 1 is shortened from around 2-3 s to 42 ms. On the time scale of the recovery time of an imaging experiment, the magnetization is fully relaxed leading to a drastic signal enhancement compared to pure water. The simulation (Fig. 3) illustrates the situation for three concentrations of Fe 10 Gd 10 in a range relevant for applications. The relative signal amplitude of water is calculated for different cluster concentrations as a function of time for both the transverse magnetization decay and the longitudinal recovery. The typical ranges of the MRT parameters used in the study on biofilms are marked. The conclusion from these graphs is that the discrimination of "pure" water is mostly due to the longitudinal contrast. The discrimination of different Fe 10 Gd 10 concentrations, on the other hand, is achieved more easily in transverse magnetization. This fact has to be considered when choosing a cluster for MRT investigations: Since the Fe 10 Dy 10 cluster shows the largest r 2 value and as the sensitivity to concentration is therefore the highest, this cluster is also of interest as a relaxation agent and will be examined in further studies. An additional point should be mentioned: Here we make the assumption that the order of magnitudes of relaxivities is more or less independent of the environment. This assumption has to be checked, as PRE strongly depends on molecular arrangements and tumbling frequencies. [20] [21] [22] During the measurements, some samples started to separate especially at the lower concentrations up to 0.30 mM after about 24 hours. This phenomenon of separation had, of course, a large influence on the NMR relaxation times, and multi-exponential recovery curves were detected. In Fig. 4 a typical MRT image of the aggregation phenomenon is shown together with TEM images which reveal the surface structure of the agglomerates. In the MRT images, different concentrations were investigated from 1 mM to 0.1 mM, the lower concentrations show the agglomerates. To avoid problems with this trend of aggregation or agglomeration of the clusters, samples were prepared immediately before running the NMR experiments, and special care was taken that no aggregation processes occurred during the relaxivity measurements. Due to the inhomogeneous structure of biofilms, which are presented in the next section, this effect may also occur in the biofilmcarrier systems and probably reinforces the observed contrast, since image contrast is enhanced with respect to inhomogeneities and interfaces, in turn facilitating the observation of details in the water-rich biofilms.
Imaging of biofilms: transport and penetration of small molecules into the biofilm matrix
Biofilms are formed by attachment of microorganisms to interfaces and are omnipresent in natural as well as in technical systems. 23 They form various structures with smooth, rough, fluffy, porous or compact texture which influence the biological activity. 24 In municipal waste water systems, biofilms on carrier material (Fig. 5 ) are a popular option for biological treatment. 25 Transport of substrates to the biofilm surface is essential for high turnover rates. The predominant transport process in the concentration layer at the interface bulk/biofilm and in the biofilm itself is diffusion. 26 Advection dominates the transport in the surrounding. For a better understanding of structure and functionality, MRT contrast agents are used for structure determination and as tracers for mass transport. Recent studies show that the spatially and time resolved distribution of contrast agents like Gd-chelates can help to noninvasively determine effective diffusion coefficients of model systems such as agar and pure culture biofilms. 27, 28 The present systems are more complex: The heterogeneous biofilms grown on irregularly shaped carrier material have open patchy structures and fluffy surfaces. As little is known about the details of molecular transport into this technical biofilm matrix, the approach in the present paper is to apply different contrast agents with different molecular sizes as well as with different chemo-physical adsorption properties. With 4-Hydroxy-TEMPO, a small and hydrophilic molecule, a contrast agent is available, which does not agglomerate nor shows a pronounced surface activity (images not shown). Conventional Gadovist was applied, being well known as a medical relaxation agent, which can pass through tissue. The axial images obtained from long-term experiments after the injection of a bolus are compared with those obtained when applying the mentioned Fe 10 Gd 10 clusters. The slice thickness was chosen to be 0.7 mm, the spatial resolution in the image plane is 80 µm × 80 µm, acquiring 256 data points in each direction for T 1 weighted images. For T 2 weighted and proton density images, a resolution of 160 µm × 160 µm, acquiring 128 data points in each direction, was chosen.
A carrier with biofilm has a relatively homogenous proton density distribution (Fig. 6) , which is measured also with a multi slice multi echo sequence, but with the smallest possible echo time of 3.2 ms (4.5 ms for T 1 weighted images) and a repetition time of 10 s to minimize the influence of relaxation contributions. Only the carrier itself can be clearly differentiated as the transverse relaxation is very short for hard polymer materials. The biofilm has an open structure and a low biomass density. The molecular mobility is not sufficiently hindered to show up in the relaxation times and surface related relaxation effects are found not to be dominant in the present system. In the middle of the upper row, a T 1 weighted image allows the differentiation of biofilm and surrounding water in the bulk at short repetition times (in our case 800 ms) as "pure" water T 1 relaxation is much slower than T 1 of water in the biofilm. Finally, the T 2 weighted image shows the reverse contrast: Biofilm appears with lower amplitudes compared with the surrounding water as T 2 in the biofilm is shorter, which is in accordance with ref. 29 . In the row in the middle of Fig. 6 , T 1 weighted images are displayed: In a reference image shown on the left the biofilm is barely visible on the carrier. When injecting Gadovist and waiting 58 h, the sections of the carrier, in which Gadovist was injected, appear with higher amplitudes, but still show little contrast to the water in the sections. When replacing the water in the carrier with fresh water and acquiring a T 1 weighted image afterwards (right), regions of water and of biofilm can be differentiated. Water with the larger T 1 appears in dark grey within the section. The picture becomes clearer in the case of T 2 weighted images of the same carrier (bottom row), again on the left the reference image without Gadovist is given. In the middle, the image shows the biofilm directly after injection, whereas 59 h passed before acquiring the image on the right.
These experiments clearly show the influence of the relaxation agent. The T 2 weighted images were recorded directly after the T 1 weighted images to reflect the same state of the biofilm. In the T 2 weighted images acquired after injection, the adsorption of the contrast agent into the biofilm surface is clearly visible. It seems that the fluffy biomass accumulated most of the Gadovist near the surface due to the high surface contact area. By comparing these to the images taken when no contrast agent was added, the full penetration of the Gadovist Fig. 5 Biofilm cultivated on carrier material: on the left, a stereomicroscope image of the blank plastic carrier is shown, which is divided into four sections. It has a diameter of 9 mm and a height of 7 mm. On the right, a carrier is depicted on which biofilm has grown. Depending on growth conditions and nature of the biofilm community, the structure of the films is different, exhibiting also different mass transport properties.
into the biomass is underlined. After rinsing the biofilm carriers the Gadovist situated in the bulk medium was removed. This indicates that Gadovist diffuses into the biofilm, and a dynamic equilibrium is observed between the water phase and the biofilm.
A similar experiment was performed injecting Fe 10 Gd 10 as contrast agent into the sections of the carrier. In Fig. 7 , the corresponding MRT images are shown as axial slices with a thickness of 0.7 mm and the same in-plane resolution as stated above. The rows correspond to T 1 weighted images and T 2 weighted ( proton density) images, respectively. The left column is again the reference, the lower one being a T 2 weighted image with an echo time of 50 ms. The contrast between water and biofilm is relatively poor. Directly after injection, images were acquired which show the influence of the high-spin cluster due to PRE as discussed in context of the relaxivity study. Interestingly, the surfaces of the biofilm become clear in both the T 1 weighted and the proton density images, respectively. Structural features can be identified in the T 1 weighted images, probably arising from the tendency of the Fe 10 Ln 10 clusters to agglomerate. Given that the interfaces of biofilms are usually hard to detect, the Fe 10 Gd 10 used here provides a novel and selective contrast enhancement. Furthermore, it bridges the gap between molecular contrast agents and classical magnetic nanoparticles.
After 18 h, T 1 weighted and proton density images with identical MRT parameters were recorded; this showed that the situation did not change significantly. As shown in the section "Experimental", the clusters tend to agglomerate, therefore the created contrast after injection of Fe 10 Gd 10 can be understood as being due to the presence of the clusters especially on the biofilm surfaces. A quite strong interaction seems to be present, as no signature of diffusion neither into the surrounding water nor into the biofilm is obvious in the images. Furthermore, after stirring the solution, the effect increases (Fig. 7 , right column): The T 2 weighted image (Fig. 7 , bottom row) shows this process very clearly. The short transverse relaxation times lead to vanishing signal amplitudes in the neighbourhood of the clusters and to a strong negative contrast in the image. Since the longitudinal relaxivity is also relatively large, the positive contrast is still visible in the T 1 weighted image when using the smallest possible echo time. The comparison of both parameterized images of the same object in a similar state allows therefore the localization of the clusters at Fig. 6 MRT axial slices in the middle of the carrier as measured by applying a multi-slice multi-echo sequence. In the upper row, images with different MRT parameters are shown, which lead to quite different image contrast (from left to right): proton density (PD), T 1 and T 2 weighted images of a carrier with biofilm, but without any contrast agent. The row in the middle displays images of an experiment, where Gadovist was added: on the left, a T 1 weighted reference image without Gadovist, in the middle the corresponding image after 1 h of injection, and on the right a T 1 weighted image after rinsing the carrier with tap water showing the remaining Gadovist in the biofilm matrix. In the lower row, the corresponding T 2 weighted images of the same experiment are shown, starting from the reference image, the image directly after injection and ending with the image after 59 h of exposure to Gadovist. the biofilm's interfaces. When observing Fe 10 Gd 10 as contrast agent in the carriers and when comparing with the behaviour of Gadovist it can be concluded that here penetration occurs more slowly than that of Gadovist, probably due to the molecular structure (mass, shape, surface functionality and radius: about 1.4 nm compared to a hydrodynamic radius of 0.9 nm for Gadovist) and especially due to agglomeration processes. In contrast to Gadovist, where a relatively unspecific reaction is observed, the Fe 10 Gd 10 cluster focuses the image contrast onto the biofilm interfaces, seen especially clearly in the proton density and in the T 2 weighted images due to the large r 2 value. Less contrast agent is found in the "pure" bulk. This shows that Fe 10 Gd 10 has a certain affinity for the biofilm's interfaces. Furthermore, differences in the biofilm structure can be imaged by focusing on areas where the contrast agents could penetrate as a function of time. The application of the Fe 10 Gd 10 to fluffy biofilms offers new possibilities to visualize the biofilm/bulk boundary as well as to study the behaviour of contrast agents in biological systems -provided the biological compatibility and toxicological issues are proven.
Conclusion
The relaxivities of the highly paramagnetic cooperative clusters for that of Fe 10 Gd 10 , which is almost constant up to high Larmor frequencies. As far as the clusters are presently understood, the major contributions to PRE are due to outer sphere dipolar and Curie contributions.
In the first MRT application of Fe 10 Gd 10 in a study of biofilms from waste water treatment, the PRE effect is confirmed as expected from the relaxivity investigations. Furthermore, a pronounced adhesion is observed on the biofilm's surfaces. As the clusters preferably adhere to the fractional surface of the biofilm, the image contrast is modified such that interfaces can be investigated in more detail.
